Bull Session

Hell Raisers, Skid Row Win

By MILTON NIRKEN
Thresher Sports Staff

For the second week in a row the Hell Raisers, playing without the service of Ron Schultz who turned varsity, romped over their opponent. Led by Billy Cox the Hell Raisers won 45-20. For the losers Don Jordan hit 8 while Cox hit 12 for the Raisers.

Grubbs Fall

Tied for first place in the Monday league with the Hell Raisers, Skid Row edged out a victory over the Grubbs in an overtime game, 35-34. Skid Row was paced by their leading scorer Don Brast with 13, while Quinn McWhirter hit 14 for the Grubbs.

The Midgets, leaders in the Wednesday league, defeated the Geologists 26-18. Terry Koonce and Mike Lochard led the Midgets in scoring with 8 while Jon Schnable hit 8 for the Geologists.

Alborn Tops

In other action in the Wednesday league, the Gremlins defeated Chevron 30-23 as Lee Raesner hit 12, and then the Gremlins lost to Zephyrs 33-17. For the Zephyrs Ray Alborn hit 10, while Lee Raesner connected for 7.

The Thursday league saw a new combination last week as the Wee Winos defeated the Plappers 70-21 in their first game of the season. David Hamilton hit 16 for the Winos while Micky Walker popped for 7 for the Plappers.

Stewart, Movers ... Move

Led by the multi-talented Larry Stewart, the Movers rolled over the Reprobates 51-6. Stewart hit 18. The Movers are making their bid to overtake the leading team in the league — the Dunkers. Meanwhile the Dunkers remained undefeated as Tom Kelly led the team to a 37-27 victory over the Highmen.

In the Freshman division, the Tall Boys defeated the Scrapners 31-17. For the winners Stanley Winter hit 12, while Gary LaBerge tossed in 6 for the losers.

Tennis Star Ahead

The men’s Table Tennis tourney is well under way and several outstanding players are making their bid for stardom. In the single division, Rene Mahone and Norman Dendikson are currently leading the Blue league while All-SWC Tennis star Ronnie Fisher leads the Gray league. Ronnie Bourassa is currently undefeated in the White league.

In the Doubles tourney, Rene Mahone-Neal Marcus and Ronnie Wells-Bourassa are tied for first place in the Blue league. In the Gray league SWC Tennis Doubles Champs Foust-Fisher are currently tied with Larry Ferstenfeld — John Dupre for first place.

Handball Beats

The leaders thus far in the novice Handball tourney are Cameron Crank in the Blue league, Mickey Hollingshead in the Gray, and John Brennan in the White.

In the regular Handball divisions Steve Paine (Freshman) leads the Blue league, Neal Marcus the Gray, and George Milton the White league.